
IMPORTANT: PLEASE KEEP THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE !

Part #: Complete 1099-010W-11 / “Black Ice” Part #1099-B10W-11

2011-12 Chrysler 300 Brake Duct Covers

TOOLS REQUIRED Automotive grade masking tape, vise grips or pliers, flat or semi-gloss black paint,  #1 phillips screwdriver,
long nosed pliers.

Fine Mesh Overlays

3. Once the tabs break, pull out on the chrome center bar to remove 
    it from the vehicle.
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2. For vehicles without factory fog lamps, use large vise grips to 
    grab the chrome center bar in the recessed bumper opening. Use 
    a twisting/pulling motion to break the mounting tabs from the 
    chrome center bar. 

1. Paint the supplied #4 x 1-1/2” oval head screws black and allow 
    the paint to dry.
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4. For vehicles with factory fog lamps, scuff the chrome center bar 
    and lamp surround and apply flat or semi-gloss black paint to help
    conceal them once the mesh is in place. 
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6. Align the supplied 4 way mesh retainers (6 per vent) where shown
    (see arrows in previous photo) and use a #1 phillips screwdriver 
    to install the painted #4 x 1-1/2” oval head screws, allowing them 
    to self tap through the plastic factory vent.

7.     If the 4 way mesh retainer fingers are not tight against the 
        mesh weave, use long nose pliers to wrap the fingers around 
        the mesh weave.

5.   Carefully align the mesh sections so that the edges fit over the 
      black plastic sections of the brake duct covers and use wide 
      masking tape to hold the mesh sections into place during the fol-
      lowing 4-way mesh retainer installation. 
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8.    Finished installation.
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Quantity: Description: Part Number:

2 Fine Mesh Sections 1099-0061-11

1 Installation Hardware Kit 1099-0060-11

12 Universal 4-Way Mesh Retainers 1999-0712-00

12 #4 x 1.5” Pan Head S.S. Screws 1999-0713-00

Fine Mesh Part #1099-010W-11
Quantity: Description: Part Number:

2 “Black Ice” Fine Mesh Sections 1099-0061-11BI

1 Installation Hardware Kit 1099-0060-11

12 Universal 4-Way Mesh Retainers 1999-0712-00

12 #4 x 1.5” Pan Head S.S. Screws 1999-0712-00

Fine Mesh Black Ice Part #1099-B10W-11



Shown with E&G Classics’ Ultimate
heavy mesh grille, 

Part #1099-0104-11A

E&G GRILLES BILLET GRILLES

http://www.carid.com/billet-grilles.html
http://www.carid.com/eg-classics/

